GRAMMAR: GERUND OR INFINITIVE (B1-C1)
Fill in the gaps with the gerund (ing) or infinitive (to + verb). Remember that we use preposition + gerund and adjective + infinitive:

1. It is easy _____ (LEARN) English in your free time.
2. _____ (LIE) to your teacher is never a good plan.
3. It was a piece of cake _____ (PASS) the exam.
4. I am crazy about _____ (LEARN) languages.
5. I am learning English to be able _____ (GET) a good job.
6. Is it easy _____ (GET) by in a foreign language?
7. What are you good at _____ (STUDY)?
8. Do you usually pass exams or do you tend _____ (FAIL)?
9. I am into _____ (CRAM) the night before exams.
10. You should take your time _____ (DECIDE) on a degree.
11. If you think _____ (STUDY) at university is hard, you ought to try getting a job.
12. I am interested in _____ (WATCH) TV at the weekend.
13. Are you keen on _____ (GO) to the cinema with friends.
14. Is it fun _____ (DO) sport with friends in the park?
15. I am fond of _____ (READ) books at night.
16. I want _____ (GET) fit and that is why I go to the gym.
17. I fancy _____ (GO) out with my friends this evening.
18. Did you manage _____ (FINISH) the book that I lent you?
19. I enjoy _____ (DRAW) pictures with my kids.
20. He needs _____ (SPEND) more time with his friends.
21. My friend has asked me _____ (GIVE) him a hand to get to grips with the Cambridge exam format.
22. The washing up needs _____ (DO) when you get chance.
23. I regret _____ (LEND) you all of my exam notes because now they think we cheated.
24. I forgot _____ (PREPARE) for the grammar unit on the exam and now I am going to fail.
25. I regret _____ (INFORM) you that your coursework has not met the required level.
Answers:

1. It is easy _____ English in your free time. to learn
2. _____ to your teacher is never a good plan. Lying
3. It was a piece of cake _____ the exam. to pass
4. I am crazy about _____ languages. learning
5. I am learning English to be able _____ a good job. to get
6. Is it easy _____ by in a foreign language? to get
7. What are you good at _____? studying
8. Do you usually pass exams or do you tend _____? to fail
9. I am into _____ the night before exams. cramming
10. You should take your time _____ on a degree. to decide
11. If you think _____ at university is hard, you ought to try getting a job. studying
12. I am interested in _____ TV at the weekend. watching
13. Are you keen on _____ to the cinema with friends. going
14. Is it fun _____ sport with friends in the park? to do
15. I am fond of _____ books at night. reading
16. I want _____ fit and that is why I go to the gym. to get
17. I fancy _____ out with my friends this evening. going
18. Did you manage _____ the book that I lent you? to finish
19. I enjoy _____ pictures with my kids. drawing
20. He needs _____ more time with his friends. to spend
21. My friend has asked me _____ him a hand to get to grips with the Cambridge exam format. to give
22. The washing up needs _____ when you get chance. doing
23. I regret _____ you all of my exam notes because now they think we cheated. having lent
24. I forgot _____ for the grammar unit on the exam and now I am going to fail. to prepare
25. I regret _____ you that your coursework has not met the required level. to inform